FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

VIRIDIAN® INTRODUCES THE FIRST GREEN LASER FOR GLOCK 26 AND 27

Minneapolis, MN—December 16, 2014

Viridian® continues to lead in green laser technology with the introduction of the first and only green laser sight for Glock 26 and 27 pistols. Packing the exclusive Viridian Green® 532 nm laser, the breakthrough Reactor® 5 (R5) is up to 50 times brighter than conventional red – visible day or night, indoors or out, in all conditions, at distances no red laser can touch.

This green laser and holster combo fits more than just the Gen 3 and 4 Glock 26/27. It also fits Gen 3 and 4 Glock 19/23/32/33/36/38/39.

With its pistol-matched design, ECR® Instant-On™ activation, two-color battery level indicator, and included holster, the R5 represents a complete carry package. With an MSRP of only $239, it’s a tremendous value!

ECR® (Enhanced Combat Readiness®) Instant-On™ feature shuts the laser off while holstered and ignites the laser immediately when drawn, without fumbling with buttons, sliders or unfamiliar grips. Additional ECR Instant-On holster models by Galco, DeSantis, and Crossbreed will soon be available.

For more information please call: 800-990-9390

or visit: ViridianGreenLaser.com

Contact: Joe Houser 800-990-9390 Joe@ViridianGreenLaser.com
ABOUT VIRIDIAN GREEN LASER SIGHTS

Viridian® is the fastest growing laser sight manufacturer in the nation, responsible for a number of industry-leading product innovations in green and red laser sights, taclights, ECR® Instant-On™ technology, TacLoc®, holsters, and shooting accessories. Headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Viridian is devoted to utilizing cutting-edge technology to offer compact, powerful self-defense products for the civilian, military, and law enforcement markets. Viridian products are designed and built in the USA.

Website:  http://www.viridiangreenlaser.com/
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/viridian.green.laser
Twitter:  https://twitter.com/ViridianLasers
Instagram:  http://instagram.com/viridiangreenlaser
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